
 

The following Club Rule was adopted at a Special Executive Board meeting held at the Club House on 

Monday, August 23, 2010. Club Rule: ”No shooter will consume any intoxicant prior to or during any 

shooting activity.” Intent: There are two major reasons for this rule; (1) the safety all people on RR&GC 

property and (2) the legal liability of the shooter, people operating the specific field or range, members 

of the executive board, and other club members. Non-shooters (spectators) and shooters who are 

finished shooting for the day and who have put away their firearms may consume legal intoxicants in 

the clubhouse or clubhouse parking areas (this excludes those who are opening, closing, or monitoring 

any field or range as they are tasked with maintaining safety while on duty). The club will not serve, sell, 

or give away any intoxicant.  

 

Definitions: 

 1. Intoxicants - include but are not limited to stimulants, depressants (includes any form of alcohol), 

narcotics, hallucinogens (includes marijuana), solvents/inhalants, steroids which are used to build 

muscle, and anti-psychotics. Included are all illegal drugs but excluded are prescribed medications which 

do not interfere with the shooter’s ability to drive or operate machinery (this will usually be on the 

prescription bottle) and do not result in unsafe shooting practices.  

 

2. Prior to Shooting - arriving at the club to shoot having already used intoxicants.  

 

3. Shooting Activity – any shooting on club property regardless of day or time. 

 

 Monitoring: 

 Club members, who open, close or monitor any individual field or range will monitor all shooters on 

that specific range or field for safety. If there are too many shooters for them to monitor then they will 

ask other club members to help, call for help, or restrict the number of shooters shooting on that field or 

range at a given time.  

 

Unsafe behaviors include but are not restricted to the following: any shooter carrying or drinking any 

alcoholic beverage, the smell of alcohol on their breath, staggering or unsteady gait, slurred speech, 

and, in general, any unusual behavior. The General Club Information & Rules and any other guidelines 

established by the Vice President over that specific field or range will also be used.  

 

If a club official determines that a person is not shooting safely they will request that the person stop 

shooting and put away their firearm. If the shooter seems to be too intoxicated to drive, the club official 

will offer to call someone to come and get them or ask a responsible person on the range to take them 

home. If the shooter refuses to stop shooting or if they refuse the offer to get another driver, the 

club official will call the Redmond Police or Deschutes County Sheriff at 911 for assistance. 


